
Resilient Rollstock

High-performance protection,
converted to your specifications.
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Please note that the technical information and data provided within should be
considered representative or typical only and should not be used for specification
purposes. User should evaluate the 3M product to determine whether it is fit for
a particular purpose and suitable for user's method of application.

To learn more about the 3M Resilient Rollstock that's right for your application,
contact Kieran or Adel at Adept Industrial Solutions on 1800 008 590.
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WHEN YOU NEED YOUR PRODUCTS TO STAY PUT AND NOT DAMAGE SURFACES,
3M RESILIENT ROLLSTOCK, SJ5832, OFFERS VERSATILITY AND PROTECTION.

Application Ideas

3M Resilient Rollstock

Features
Die cut into circles or squares for use as skid-resistant feet on hand
held or desktop computers, calculators, electric housewares,
electronic equipment, desk top items and medical devices.
Die cut for gasket application.
Skid-resistant surface on floor.
Cushions or spacers within electronic devices.
Selective masking for sandblast operation.
Spacer or stop to prevent surface damage.
Anti-rattle spacer to fill gaps, dampen noise and reduce vibration.
Door kick pads.
Corner protection strips.
Roll covering for textile industry and other web feed machinery.
Die cut cushioning stop for cabinetry.

With 3M Resilient Rollstock you can customise non-skid feet, spacers or cushions that help protect products from skidding and vibration.

Help protect surfaces from marring, staining or abrasion with this high-performance cushioning material that can be die cut by a converter
to fit virtually any shape or application.

Typically, 3M Resilient Rollstock SJ5832 die cuts are used on items such as laptop computers and electronic equipment. The 3M Resilient
Rollstock material is also a smart choice when you need to cushion a larger area while the pressure-sensitive backing makes it easy to
apply.

3M Resilient Rollstock has polyurethane Bumper for superior surface protection, sound damping, skid resistance and vibration reduction.
Wide selection of shapes and performance levels to meet your needs.

Can be die cut to a variety of shapes and sizes.
Excellent skid-resistance, high coefficient of friction.
Excellent resistance to marring or staining.*
Long ageing resiliency - will not crack or harden.*
Excellent cushioning properties.
Excellent abrasion resistance.
Vibration and shock dampening.
Easy application; pressure-sensitive backing.

* Resulting from a urethane composition which contains no plasticisers.
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